Press Bio: Bea Giovanni
Short Bio:
Bea Giovanni is a former government lawyer, i.e., not an attorney, where success in a multitude
of areas started early in life. Since, she served as a United Nations Delegate for a NGO, a
mediator and associate professor. Outside of fictional writing, she has written scholarly articles
on international and domestic law, IP, anti-terrorism, religion and innovation. She enjoys
watching movies (with action, fantasy and sci-fi and comedy being her favorites), traveling,
trying out the newest tech gadgets, eating at food carts, fitness, gummy bears, and spending
time with friends and family. Bea lives in Portland, Oregon with her family and two rescue dogs.
Bernice Rathe is her debut novel. To contact Bea, please visit www.bernicerathethebook.com.
Fun Bio:
Bernice Rathe is Bea Giovanni's debut novel. Bea has written scholarly articles on a variety of
topics including international and domestic law, intellectual property, religion, innovation and
business.
Before long, Bea took up fictional writing as a hobby. What started off as a hobby eventually led
to this novel, Bernice Rathe. Bea attributes this to her enjoyment in writing in a different voice
and view, while bringing her words and imagination to life.
Bea Giovanni is a former government lawyer, i.e., not an attorney, where, prior to law, success
in a multitude of areas started early in life. Bea also served in numerous roles and careers
including serving as a United Nations Delegate for a NGO, a mediator, and associate professor.
In her spare time, Bea enjoys a host of activities including spending time with family, friends
and her two rescue dogs, taking in a meal or two with friends, listening to music, playing video
games, traveling, going to the movies, dancing, solving puzzles, fitness, catching up on Netflix,
eating gummy bears, volunteering, watching Agents of Shield, Gotham, and any Shonda Rhimes'
show, exploring food carts and restaurants, testing out the newest tech gadgets, computer
coding, and just doing random, spontaneous fun activities (or what Bea calls ‘spontaneous
randomness’).
Bernice Rathe is her debut novel. To contact Bea, please visit www.bernicerathethebook.com.

